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Summary
A great many global interactions in an Earth System model are cru-
cial for simulating the high northern marine environment. Many im-
provements needed to better model the physics and biogeochemistry of
the Arctic Ocean can be informed by improvements in simulating the
Southern Ocean. Here, we present simulations analyzed in the lead-up
to the release of a new version of the global Energy Exascale Earth
System Model (E3SM). This poster presents one sea ice improvement
of many in our new model. The kind of incremental change reported
here seldom feature in the literature, but remain important. In this
case, a minuscule difference in a boundary condition used in sea ice
dynamics and in the sea ice column physics impacted both Southern
Ocean sea ice extent and shifted the location of the Beaufort Gyre in
fully coupled simulations. This occurred without any loss of dynamic
stability in the Elastic Viscous Plastic solution for sea ice, with more
than 1600 years of integration stably completed in the pre-industrial
spinup of E3SM V3 at the time this poster was produced. By unifying
the minuscule cutoffs for which sea ice calculations are performed, un-
expected changes occurred deep inside the pack including from coupled
feedbacks, improving our ability to model waves in sea ice.

Figure 1: When a minimum concentration and mass boundary condition is provided to

the sea ice dycore that is different from Icepack, a ghost field emerges in sea ice fluxes

passed to the E3SM coupler, as indicated in panel A. These fluxes are inversely weighted

by sea ice concentration so that the problem can be seen, here, for the salt flux passed

to the ocean via the coupler from sea ice. This issue also exists for meltwater and

heat passed to the ocean. The ghost fields disappear when the boundary conditions

are aligned, surprisingly affecting the Arctic and Southern Ocean sea ice climate, and

without loss of model stability. Instant fluxes are shown here on January 1, year 100 of

a pre-industrial spinup. The problem is removed by unifying the cutoff (Panel B).

E3SM V3 Equal Area 30km Marine Mesh

Figure 2: The new unstructured 30km standard mesh for E3SM Version 3, including ice

shelf cavities in the Antarctic and open shipping channels in the Arctic (orange).

Subtle but Important Consequences

Figure 3: Daily sea ice lemnisc average (solid) and interquartile range (gray) illustrating
the statistical difference of applying a seemingly inconsequential change in boundary
conditions to Equation 1 for years 51-100 of a pre-industrial spinup of E3SM. Dotted
red lines indicate the null hypothesis that the Icedge experiment is different from the
PSLV control at 95% compatibility. Traces start on January 1, passing the northward
equinox (•), northern solstice (◦), southward equinox (•), and southern solstice (◦) to
the end of December (→). The NOAA Climate Data Record illustrates E3SM is most
biased in the winter Arctic due to excessive sea ice cover in the Labrador Sea. Significant
global extent differences from the control occur September to December.

Figure 4: 50-year pre-industrial average northern seasonal sea ice drift (streamlines) and
speed (shaded), with mean hemispheric speed (blue digits). The top row represents
the PSLV control, bottom row the Icedge experiment. With the change in boundary
conditions, there is a subtle but important shift in the location of the Beaufort Gyre.

Figure 5: Antarctic mean cell sea ice thickness for years 51-100 of a pre-industrial spinup

of the PSLV control and Icedge experiment. The blue contour is model extent, orange

contours are 1979-1999 NOAA CDR extent ±σ as an observed metric comparison. Color

transparency is weighted by concentration. The blue box indicates an erroneous low

concentration melt area in E3SM fixed in the Icedge experiment.

Sea Ice Model Boundary Conditions

1 Introduction

Sea Ice Code Version DyCore§ ColPkg‡ Coupled Model⌃ Coupler† Domain

MPAS-SeaIce V2 MPAS EU XSIPack E3SM MCT global

CICE V6 native ES Icepack CESM NUOPC global
RASM CPL regional

Table 1: Summary of E3SM’s sea ice code, MPAS-SeaIce, and the CICE-Consortium model, CICE, for which our focus
use in this report is fully coupled Earth System Models with the most recent code releases. Legend: § Dynamical Core -
MPAS: Model for the Prediction Across Scales; native means there is no access a broader dynamics framework. Both codes
are Eulerian (E) and respectively use an unstructured (U) and structured (S) mesh (see Fig. 1). ‡Column Packages in both
codes represent the column physics and biogeochemistry, which is the greatest similarity between the codes (see Fig.3). ⌃Fully
coupled Earth System Models include the Energy Exascale Earth System Model (E3SM), Community Earth System Model
(CESM), and Regional Arctic System Model (RASM). †Coupling software includes the Model Coupling Toolkit (MCT), the
National Unified Operational Prediction Capability (NUOPC), and Version 7 of the CESM Coupler (CPL).

2 Similarities and Contrasts
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Figure 1: Schematic of mesh types corresponding to sea ice dynamical cores in Table 1 for LD, EU, and ES. Sub-grid scale
sea ice physics and biogeochemistry in Figure 3 are represented statistically within elements or cells (blue shading) for (a)
DEMSI, (b) MPAS-SeaIce, and (c) CICE. Circular discrete elements in (a) move with the pack, whereas the mesh is fixed
in space for (b) and (c). Green tracks in (b) represent satellite ground passes as one example of the emulator capability
of the data fusion core (DFCore). The mesh in (c) is both structured and quadrilateral. POLeSTAr’s data structures and
coordinate objects ease interoperability between all three mesh types, and are also applicable to other components of earth
system models.
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Figure 6: Schematic of mesh types comparing the E3SM dynamical core to CICE.
Sub-grid scale sea ice physics and biogeochemistry in Figure 7 are represented
statistically within elements or cells (blue and red shading, respectively) for (a) E3SM
and (b) CICE. Green tracks in (a) represent satellite ground passes as one example of
an observational emulator capability being installed in E3SM.

The E3SM sea ice dycore solves for momentum using the Elastic Vis-
cous Plastic (EVP) method adapted to the unstructured mesh:

m
∂u

∂t
= mfk× ui + τa + τw −mg∇H +∇ · σ (1)

where u is sea ice velocity at time t for ice mass density m. ∇ · σ is
the internal ice force, τa and τa are the surface wind and ocean stress,
respectively, g is acceleration due to gravity and f is the Coriolis pa-
rameter. Sea surface height, H, is coupled from the ocean. For many
years, a boundary condition of |u| = 0 has been applied in CICE,
and replicated in E3SM, for cell concentration < 10−3 or m < 10−2

(PSLV control), which has differed from the cutoff of cell concentra-
tion < 10−11 applied to column physics in Icepack (Figure 7). The
higher concentration was applied to Equation 1 for dynamic stability,
a seemingly innocuous difference. However, we have found there is no
need for this inconsistent stability criteria, and cutoffs in cell concen-
tration < 10−11 or m < 10−10 (Icedge experiment) may be applied
consistently, hardly affecting sea ice kinetic energy (Figure 8).

Icepack: statistical morphology, physics and biogeochemistry

E3SM implementation of Icepack from the CICE Consortium

Icepack

Morphology

Thickness Distribution $ �
Floe Size Distribution $ � V3
Snow Distribution $ �
Ridged Ice Distribution $ � V4
Melt Pond Fraction $ �
Brine & Enthalpy Distribution $ �

Physics

Radiative Transfer #" �
Ice-Atmosphere Turbulent Fluxes #" � �
Ice-Ocean Turbulent Fluxes #" � �
Vertical Growth & Melt #" �
Lateral Growth & Melt #" �
Precipitation Hydrology #" �

Biogeochemistry Skeletal Layer #" $ �

Data Fusion Altimetric Emulator � � V4

Arrows indicate energy (#") and mass (#") flux exchange with the ocean and atmosphere, as well as horizontal advection
($) using a dynamical core with Icepack. Small circles indicate the location of current (�) Icepack calculations, and
preferred (�) column calculations in the case of a CD grid. � indicates observational emulation in run time.

https://github.com/CICE-Consortium
Figure 7: Schematic of Icepack as it is represented in E3SM, where gray indicates features
being tested or introduced in Versions 3 or 4 of E3SM.

Figure 8: Sea ice kinetic energy distribution comparing 50 years’ integration of the PSLV

control with the Icedge experiment (η is the median value).


